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**Act One**

**SCENE ONE**
I Whistle a Happy Tune. ................. Anna & Louis

**SCENE TWO**
My Lord and Master .................... Tuptim
Hello Young Lovers ...................... Anna
The March of the Siamese Children

**SCENE THREE**
A Puzzlement ............................... King

**SCENE FOUR**
Royal Bangkok Academy ................. All
Getting to Know You ....................... All
We Kiss in a Shadow ................. Lun Tha & Tuptim
Reprise: A Puzzlement ... Chulalongkorn & Louis

**SCENE FIVE**
Something Wonderful ...................... Lady Thiang

**SCENE SIX**
Finale Act I ................................. Orchestra

There will be a 15 minute intermission between Act I and II.

**Act Two**

**SCENE ONE**
Western People Funny ................. Lady Thiang & Wives

**SCENE TWO**
I Have Dreamed ......................... Lun Tha & Tuptim
Reprise: Hello Young Lovers ................ Anna

**SCENE THREE**
The Ballet ................................. Tuptim, Wives, Dancers

**SCENE FOUR**
Song of the King ......................... King and Anna
Shall We Dance ......................... Anna and King

**SCENE FIVE**

**SCENE SIX**
I Whistle a Happy Tune .................. Anna

---
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- Princes and Princesses .............. Cierra Bird, Timmy Booker, Riley Boyer, Emily DeClue, Miranda DeClue, Sage Feldges, Benjamin Font, Luke Gladis, Kristy Greer, Emma Grimshaw, Renae Hampton, Keegan Hood, Savannah Horton, Hannah Johnston, Grant Keller, Tim Kusterer, TJ Masulit, Tara Mayberry, Brittany Mora, Alex Neisler, Katie Neisler, Jonah Purevis, Madelynn Purevis, Noah Purevis, Gracie Richmeyer, Faith Jule Smith-Hynes, Rae Sutton, Jenna Wathen, Dakota Winn
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- Orchestra ............................... Dana Barrentine, Sally Vinyard
- Flute ........................................ Lauren Ditter, Debbie Hunt, Julia Stephens
- Clarinet ..................................... Chris Auchley, Roger Barrentine
- Trumpet .................................... Betty Kusterer
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- Strings ..................................... “Frosty” Acre
- Bass ......................................... Mark Trautwein
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